It would be useful to be able to configure automatic "done ratio" calc per project. In some cases we need it calculated by status, for other by issue field.

#2 - 2013-07-29 23:41 - Luis Roa

Terence Mill wrote:

> It would be useful to be able to configure automatic "done ratio" calc per project. In some cases we need it calculated by status, for other by issue field.

+1 we need it calculated by status, for other by issue field.

#3 - 2015-10-15 11:29 - Michael Bugeja

Any update on this requested feature? It would be really useful if we can select this per project.

#5 - 2016-07-14 08:43 - Massimiliano De Ruosi

+1, we have many distinct projects with different policies: this feature would be really useful. Any update?